
 

The Producer’s Plug License Agreement 

 

Thank You for Your Support and Purchase! 

 Please take a moment to read the ‘COPYRIGHT/LICENSING NOTICE’ below.  

 

Please acknowledge that all materials (patches, sounds, loops, MIDI files) downloaded through 

The Producer's Plug.com are copyrighted and solely owned by The Producer's Plug | DJ Shawdi 

P Music LLC and any Affiliates of The Producer’s Plug. (Collectively, “Licensor”) and are 

licensed to you as the original end-user (“Licensee”), for use subject to the provisions below. All 

rights not expressly granted herein are reserved exclusively by Licensor. 

COPYRIGHT/LICENSING NOTICE: All Rights not expressly granted to the user are 

reserved. The patches, sounds, samples and MIDI files in this sample pack are licensed, not sold, 

to you to be reproduced within your original musical compositions only. All copying, lending, 

duplicating, re-selling or trading of this product or its content is strictly prohibited and 

illegal. Only the original purchaser of this product has the right to embody and reproduce the 

enclosed patches, sounds and MIDI files within their music compositions.  

The Licensee may use the patches, sounds and MIDI files in combination with other sounds in 

music productions (which include soundtracks such as films, video productions, radio/TV 

programs or commercials, computer games and multimedia presentations, library music, public 
performances and other reasonable musical purposes within musical compositions).The Licensee 

MAY NOT use the patches, sounds and MIDI files in isolation as sound effects (i.e. a sequence 

of musical events) or within any competitive products that are sold or relicensed to multiple third 

parties. In these scenarios, the Licensee must arrange an extension with the Licensor. This 

license is granted for a single user only (and is given on a worldwide basis). The license is non-

exclusive and is granted for the full period of copyright protection of patches, sounds and MIDI 

Files. You cannot electronically transfer the patches, sounds and MIDI files or place them in a 

time - sharing or service bureau operation or a computer/sampler network. Opening or using 

this product constitutes your acceptance of these terms. 

Any illegal and unauthorized distribution of any of The Producer's Plug products and files 

is in violation of DMCA and will be met with legal action. The Producer's Plug will take the 

necessary steps to protect interests and seek appropriate compensation of damages. 



All rights are reserved. By downloading this material, you agree to not use in any way and (or) 

disclose this material to any third parties without the permission of The Producer's Plug | DJ 

Shawdi P. 

 

• Free sample downloads are free to use but does not mean the content is royalty free!  

• MIDI and sample loops are not royalty free! See theproducersplug.com/faqs  

• Repackaging and/or reselling of our free sample downloads is illegal! 

• Master Clearance For Use Is 100% Guranteed! 

• MUST CONTACT // info@theproducersplug.com 
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